Abstract: Inferring species interactions from co-occurrence data is one of the most 3 controversial tasks in community ecology. One difficulty is that a single pairwise interaction 4 can ripple through an ecological network and produce surprising indirect consequences. For 5 example, the negative correlation between two competing species can be reversed in the 6 presence of a third species that is capable of outcompeting both of them. Here, I apply Interactions in these models can also be estimated from observed co-occurrence rates via 10 maximum likelihood, controlling for indirect effects. Using simulated landscapes with known 11 pairwise interaction strengths, I evaluated Markov networks and six existing approaches.
Introduction

20
To the extent that nontrophic species interactions (such as competition) affect community 21 assembly, ecologists might expect to find signatures of these interactions in species 22 composition data (MacArthur 1958 , Diamond 1975 . Despite decades of work and several A small network of three competing species. The tree (top) tends not to co-occur with either of the two shrub species, as indicated by the strongly negative coefficient linking them. The two shrub species also compete with one another, but more weakly (circled coefficient). B. In spite of the competitive interactions between the two shrub species, their shared tendency to occur in locations without trees makes their occurrence vectors positively correlated (circled). C. Controlling for trees with a conditional (all-else-equal) approach such as a partial covariance or a Markov network leads to correct identification of the negative shrub-shrub interaction (circled).
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52
"probabilities" greater than one; Gilpin and Diamond 1982) .
53
Below, I demonstrate Markov networks' ability to produce exact predictions about the 54 direct and indirect consequences of an interaction matrix, and also to make inferences about 55 the species interactions that contributed to an observed set of co-occurrences. Using 56 simulated data sets where the "true" interactions are known, I compare this approach with 57 several existing methods. Finally, I discuss opportunities for extending the approach 58 presented here to other problems in community ecology, e.g. quantifying the overall effect of 59 species interactions on occurrence rates (Roughgarden 1983) and disentangling the effects of 60 biotic versus abiotic interactions on species composition (Pollock et al. 2014) .
61
Methods
62
Markov networks. Markov networks provide a framework for translating back and forth 63 between the conditional (all-else-equal) relationships among species ( Figure 1C ) and the 64 kinds of species assemblages that these relationships produce. Here, I show how a set of 65 conditional relationships can determine species composition. Methods for estimating 66 conditional relationships from data are discussed in the next section.
67
A Markov network defines the relative probability of observing a given vector of 68 species-level presences (1s) and absences (0s), y at a site, as 
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. CC-BY 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/018861 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 1, 2015;  where the second sum is over all 1 2 n(n − 1) pairs of n species. In this model, α i is an 71 intercept term determining the amount that the presence of species i contributes to the 72 log-probability of y; it directly controls the prevalence of species i. Similarly, β ij is the 73 amount that the co-occurrence of species i and species j contributes to the log-probability; it 74 controls the conditional relationship between two species, i.e. the probability that they will 75 be found together, after controlling for the other species in the network (Figure 2A Figure 1 , where the presence of one competitor is associated with release from 83 another competitor), then predicting species' overall co-occurrence rates can be more 84 complicated, and may require summing over the different possible assemblages ( Figure 2B ).
85
Estimating α and β coefficients from presence-absence data. In the previous 86 section, the values of α and β were known and the goal was to make predictions about 87 possible species assemblages. In practice, however, ecologists will often need to estimate the The first set of 20-species landscapes, like the landscapes with three species, were 112 generated directly from a Markov network to ensure that the model could recover the 113 parameters used to generate the "observed" co-occurrence data. Then, I added two 114 environmental factors that varied from location to location across the simulated landscapes,
115
and simulated a new set of co-occurrence data so that species' α coefficients depended on the 116 local environment. The latter set of simulated landscapes provide an important test of the 117 methods' ability to distinguish co-occurrence patterns that were generated from pairwise 
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169
Results
170
Three species. As shown in Figure 1 , the marginal relationship between the two shrub 171 species was positive-despite their competition for space at a mechanistic level-due to 172 indirect effects of the dominant tree species. As a result, the correlation between these value with the observed prevalence (e.g. comparing Figure 2D with Figure 2C ). This novel 243 quantitative result conflicts with most of our null models, which unreasonably assume that 244 prevalence would be the exactly same in the absence of competition as it is in the observed 245 data (Roughgarden 1983).
246
Markov networks-particularly the Ising model for binary networks-are very well 247 understood, having been studied for nearly a century (Cipra 1987 
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